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I.

INTRODUCTION: Disinformation together with propaganda is deadly
1. Human Rights in China (HRIC) welcomes this opportunity to provide input to the UN
Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and
expression for her report on disinformation to be presented in June 2021 at the 47th
session of the Human Rights Council. Building upon the work of the Special Rapporteur’s
predecessor, this thematic focus is important and timely in light of the alarming
proliferation of “fake news,” disinformation, and propaganda in legacy and social media.1
Censorship by an authoritarian regime and creation and dissemination by the regime
present heightened challenges to rights protection. The ongoing global COVID-19
pandemic also highlights the critical importance of the role of diverse stakeholders and
timely disclosure of and access to accurate and relevant information to address the public
health dangers posed by the now mutating coronavirus. More than a year later since its
outbreak in Wuhan, China, and after the pandemic has now killed more than 2.3 million
people worldwide, the Chinese government has consistently promoted an official narrative
of its successful handling of the initial COVID-19 outbreak.
2. The tragic case of Dr. Li Wenliang, an ophthalmologist, highlights the domestic and
global dangers posed by an authoritarian regime’s censorship and control of critical
information. In late December 2019, Dr Li started seeing patients with symptoms that
resembled Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) at Wuhan Central Hospital.
Concerned about a possible disease outbreak, he began to warn colleagues and former
classmates in a closed group on WeChat, a Chinese social media platform, suggesting that
protective measures be taken. Days later, Dr. Li was censured by hospital leaders and
summoned to the Public Security Bureau in Wuhan, where he was forced to sign a
statement in which he was accused of spreading false rumors and disturbing the public
order.2 Then, Chinese state television news also reported that eight people in Wuhan had
been punished for spreading “rumors” about the virus without mentioning his name.3
3. After Dr. Li passed away on February 7, 2020 from COVID-19, there was an outpouring
of grief and anger online. On the anniversary of his death this year, Wuhan residents
continued to express admiration and gratitude for the courage of the “whistleblower
doctor.”4 However, the authorities continue to aggressively use Chinese state media and
management of social media to control online information dissemination and discussion
about the coronavirus.5 And as underscored by the recent mission of the World Health
Organization team to investigate the origin of the virus, any investigation into the outbreak
remains politically sensitive.6
4. Within this system of pervasive censorship and information control in China, HRIC’s
submission focuses on the human rights challenges posed when misinformation is created
and disseminated by the state itself or by state supported actors. We provide specific
examples of misinformation created and disseminated by the Central People’s
Government (CPG) of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (HKSAR) government, as well as by state-controlled or supported
actors; and identify concerns regarding the impact of misinformation and propaganda to
restrict the legitimate exercise of human rights, in particular on the right to freedom of
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opinion and expression and access to information. We conclude with constructive
recommendations for monitoring and promoting compliance of state actors with their
international human rights obligations, including standards regarding the obligation to
“disseminate reliable and trustworthy information, including about matters of public
interest, such as the economy, public health, security and the environment.”7
II.

OFFICIAL CREATION, DISSEMINATION, AND USE OF MISINFORMATION
AND PROPAGANDA
5. As stated in the call for input into the report, “[w]hile disinformation has a corrosive effect
on democracy, development and human rights, measures to address it raise important
challenges for the protection and promotion of the right to freedom of opinion and
expression.”8 However, in Hong Kong, instead of measures to address misinformation
and the impacts on fundamental rights and freedoms, the CPG and the Hong Kong SAR
government have actively created and promoted misinformation in tandem with official
propaganda to undermine diverse civil society voices advocating for democracy and
accountability and to justify the criminalization of the peaceful exercise of rights protected
by international human rights law and in violation of the CPG’s international obligations
to the Hong Kong people.
6. In accordance with The Joint Declaration of the Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the People's Republic of China
on the Question of Hong Kong of 1984 (Sino-British Joint Declaration),9 China resumed
the exercise of sovereignty over the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region from July
1, 1997. The 1984 Joint Sino-British Declaration guarantees the preservation of Hong
Kong’s autonomy and way of life for 50 years following return of sovereignty of Hong
Kong to the PRC in 1997.10 While the principle of “one country, two systems” is not
explicitly mentioned in the Joint Declaration, it underpins the framework for the return of
sovereignty to China and is enshrined in Hong Kong’s governing constitution, The Basic
Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China
(Basic Law).11
7. However, actions by the CPG government authorities, with the cooperation or support of
the Hong Kong SAR government, highlight official efforts to exert greater control over
Hong Kong people’s fundamental rights and freedoms, in particular freedom of opinion,
expression, the right to participate, and an independent media. Actions and policies by the
Hong Kong SAR government and the CPG authorities include: past attempts to introduce
“patriotic education” in Hong Kong schools; the current introduction of “national security
education”12; the passage of the sweeping Law of the People’s Republic of China on
Safeguarding National Security in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
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(National Security Law or NSL)13; mass arrests of pro-democracy activists; censorship;
and targeted attacks on academics,14 journalists,15 democracy proponents, and lawyers.
8. Authorized by the Decision of the National People’s Congress (NPC) of the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) on May 28, 2020,16 the Standing Committee of the National
People’s Congress (NPCSC) drafted and then, on June 30, 2020, unanimously passed the
sweeping Law of the People’s Republic of China on Safeguarding National Security in the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (National Security Law or NSL).17 Passed with
an “unprecedented level of secrecy and haste”18 without any transparency and public
consultation, the NSL prohibits acts of secession, subversion, terrorism, and collusion with
foreign forces19 and creates a set of new implementing entities, all effectively under the
control of the CPG.
9. The National Security Law and its implementation drew and continue to generate wide
international concern, including statements issued by the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights20 and UN special procedures21 regarding the impact on Hong Kong’s
autonomy, rule of law, and the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms.22 In the
joint communication of September 1, 2020 by seven UN Special Procedures mandates
holders, 23 independent human rights experts highlighted how in the name of national
security, the right to freedom of opinion and expression and the independence of lawyers
and the judiciary has been undermined by the National Security Law.24
10. In the early morning of Wednesday, January 6, 2021, in a move intended to decimate
political opposition and extinguish political activism and participation, Hong Kong
authorities deployed some 1,000 police officers to arrest 53 individuals in connection with
unofficial election primaries held in July 2020. All 53 were arrested on suspicion of
“subversion of state power” under Article 22 of the National Security Law, for organizing,
planning, implementing, or participating in the unofficial primaries. A day later, on
January 7, police arrested an additional two individuals for their participation in the
unofficial primaries: activist Joshua Wong, who is serving a 13-and-a-half-month prison
sentence for organizing and inciting a June 2020 “unauthorized assembly,” and Tam Takchi, who has been in custody since September 2020 on suspicion of sedition. In one fell
swoop, the Hong Kong authorities more than doubled the number of individuals arrested
under the National Security Law since July 2020, with threats of more arrests to come as
their investigations continued.25
11. Despite the risks of criminal and political prosecution, civil society voices have raised
concerns about the increasing encroachment on their peaceful exercise of rights and Hong
Kong’s core values.26 HRIC has also highlighted the importance of the specific human
rights and rule of law provisions in the NSL and international human rights standards as
5

tools available to the people and the legal community for rights protection under the
NSL.27
12. While there is no agreed-upon universal definition of disinformation, “it is commonly
understood to be false information that is created and spread, deliberately or otherwise, to
harm people, institutions and interests.” Variously labelled as disinformation,
misinformation, or “fake news,” it has “a corrosive effect on democracy, development and
human rights.”28 (Emphasis added.)
13. The 2019-2020 protest movement in Hong Kong was initially started as protest against a
proposed bill to amend Hong Kong’s extradition law that would have allowed persons in
Hong Kong to be extradited to the mainland, exposing them to a legal system lacking in
judicial independence and procedural protections. In addition to the withdrawal of the
proposed extradition bill—the demands expanded to include demands for accountability
and democratic reforms. Even in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, protests in Hong
Kong continued, including against the government’s mishandling of COVID-19 response
measures. By the end of February 2020, there were at least 973 protests involving
14,507,591 protesters.29
14. Misinformation and propaganda targeting the 2019 protest movement included assertions
that:
a. Foreign forces and funding from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the
U.S. government orchestrated the protests as “part of boarder effort to undermine
the Communist Party.”
The Hong Kong Government and pro-Beijing media (e.g., Global Times) alleged
the 2019 Anti-ELAB protest movement as being orchestrated by foreign nations
as “part of a broader effort to undermine the Communist Party.” Hong Kong’s top
officials, including Chief Executive Carrie Lam, openly made the accusation in
media interviews without providing evidence; the accusation was then extensively
reported to the public by different media outlets. The unsubstantiated claim also
spread through the use of photographic images showing foreigners’ presence
during demonstrations and of undated and/or unrelated photographs as evidence
for foreign governments’ involvement.30 Further exacerbated through progovernment social media platforms (e.g., “Speak Out Hong Kong”) and content
farms based in China (e.g., kknews.cc), disinformation as such was circulated
around the world, and was especially influential in Chinese-speaking region like
Taiwan to undermine sympathy for the Hong Kong protesters’ demands.
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However, the accusation of foreign influence is not new or unique to the 20192020 protest movement, but dates back to 1989 and continues to be raised by
China at international fora, including the Human Rights Council.
b. Protesters were demanding independence or regime change.
While not every participant or supporter of the 2019-2020 protest movement had
the same goals, five key demands emerged in slogans, banners, and protest signs,
and as clearly articulated by the millions who marched in June 2019. The
demands were: full withdrawal of the extradition bill; a commission of inquiry
into alleged police brutality; retracting the government classification of protesters
as “rioters”; amnesty for arrested protesters; and universal suffrage in then
elections of the Legislative Council (LegCo) and the Chief Executive.31
c. Protesters were motivated by dissatisfaction with their lack of social mobility.
Instead of material demands, the five demands of the decentralized social protest
movement unified demonstrators from diverse backgrounds— students,
educators, parents, airline personnel, civil servants, social workers, union
organizers, and pro-democracy legislators. In fact, after the HKSAR
government’s baseless claim, protesters directly rejected this disinformation on
social media, with posts like: We demand democracy and accountability, not an
apartment!
d. The majority of Hong Kong’s people supported the government and its response
to the protests.
Many pro-government research centers and organizers have increasingly
employed similar survey-conducting tactics, but questions about their research
and sampling methods have been raised.32 During the run-up to a local election in
late-November 2019, results from an online poll created by a pro-government
organizer were used to show the support of the “silent majority” for the Hong
Kong SAR government. However, popular support for the protest movement has
been well documented in various public opinion polls and the 2019 district
council elections, which was often viewed as a “de facto referendum” on the
protest movement. Notwithstanding intimidation and physical violence by men
wielding hammers and bats attacking protest leader Jimmy Sham and two district
council candidates, voter turnout of more than 2.9 million people, or 71% of
eligible voters, was the highest in Hong Kong since it first held district council
elections in 1999. Pro-democracy candidates won a landslide victory, with 17 of
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the 18 district councils won by opposition candidates.33 In a December 2019
survey conducted for Reuters by the Hong Kong Public Opinion Research
Institute (HKPORI), 59% of Hong Kong residents polled supported the protest
movement, with more than a third of respondents saying that they had attended an
anti-government demonstration.34 In March 2020, according to another HKPORI
survey conducted for Reuters, support for the demands of pro-democracy
protestors in Hong Kong had grown even as rallies had paused due to the COVID19 pandemic. The demand for the resignation of Hong Kong’s leader, Carrie Lam,
was supported by 63% of respondents, versus 57% in the December 2019 poll.35
e. The protesters were “terrorists.”
The CPG condemned the protest movement as “close to terrorism.” China linked
the movement, which was characterized by the largely peaceful mass protests, to
terrorism to justify its crackdown and the urgent enactment of the National
Security Law. China also utilized social media platforms that were banned in its
own country but broadly used worldwide, including Twitter and Facebook, to
attack Hong Kong protestors with fake posts by fake accounts, to influence
perception of the protests overseas.36 The CPG and Hong Kong SAR authorities
also highlighted incidents of bombings, attempted bombings, and confiscation of
bomb-making materials,37 and invoked the specter of “homegrown terrorism,” to
justify police actions and arrests as well as counter-terror exercises.38
15. The creation, dissemination, and weaponization of misinformation and propaganda by the
CPG and HKSAR government and state-supported actors played a key role in providing
the justification and necessity for the urgent passage of the National Security Law and for
the implementation of its broad and vague provisions. Disinformation about who the
protesters were and their demands was aggressively disseminated by the CPG and the
HKSAR government officials, the Liaison Office of the Central People's Government in
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (LOCPG), State-controlled media, and
public groups backed by pro-Beijing forces (e.g., “Speak out Hong Kong” ), amplified by
vast “water armies” of mainland Internet trolls and bots, and echoed by non-statecontrolled media, including international media outlets. These false and misleading
assertions were also disseminated internationally via China’s extensive network of
Chinese-language and foreign language media outlets, and through the Communist Party
of China’s (CPC) United Front system.39
III.

ONGOING ISSUES AND CONCERNS

16. Disinformation and propaganda directly restrict the legitimate exercise of fundamental
rights and freedoms as well as create the rationale for the measures taken in the name of
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addressing disinformation and “fake news”—similar to the prosecution of individuals
engaged in the legitimate airing of grievances as “making trouble.” The Joint Declaration
on Freedom of Expression and “Fake News”, Disinformation and Propaganda (Joint
Declaration) sets forth specific standards, including those applicable to state actors:40
▪

▪

▪

State actors should not make, sponsor, encourage or further disseminate
statements which they know or reasonably should know to be false
(disinformation) or which demonstrate a reckless disregard for verifiable
information (propaganda). (Emphasis added.)
State actors should, in accordance with their domestic and international legal
obligations and their public duties, take care to ensure that they disseminate
reliable and trustworthy information, including about matters of public interest,
such as the economy, public health, security and the environment. (Emphasis
added.)
States have a positive obligation to promote a free, independent and diverse
communications environment, including media diversity, which is a key means
of addressing disinformation and propaganda. (Emphasis added.)

17. The spread of Communist Party rhetoric to Hong Kong: In a research project, the online
news outlet Quartz collected and analyzed 165,000 Hong Kong SAR government press
statements and transcripts of press conferences from January to October of each year from
2010 to 2020. The authors conclude: “[b]roadly, the newly strident rhetoric appears to be
aimed at several goals: reinforcing China’s absolute national sovereignty; refuting
criticisms and justifying the government’s own actions; exerting control over civil society;
and redefining concepts like human rights to align them with CCP ideology.”41 They also
warn that “[s]ubtle changes in official rhetoric often go hand in hand with attempts to
reshape people’s thoughts, using sleights of language to manipulate the space of public
discourse.” Phrases and terms that almost never appeared in the rhetoric of the Hong Kong
SAR government prior to 2019 such as “One China,” “national sovereignty,” and “state
power” spiked in their usage.
18. While the adoption of CPC rhetoric serves the ideological agenda of projecting state
power, the creation and dissemination of misinformation serve related purposes that also
support CPC control: justification of the suppression of peaceful protesters and
democracy proponents; deflection from serious governance problems and the actual
source of ongoing protests—excessive police brutality and demands for universal
suffrage; and undermining public and international support. The censorship and control of
information about the protests and detentions or arrests of mainlanders who spread images
or information about the protests also aim at deterring similar protests on the mainland
China.
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19. Legislation on doxing, hate speech and fake news: At a recent LegCo session, Chief
Executive Carrie Lam vowed to introduce a bill to combat doxing, hate speech, and fake
news. The Hong Kong Journalists Association said it feared that any moves to restrict
access to public records would hinder reporters’ work under the pretext of combating
doxing. Such a bill is also problematic in light of the active creation and dissemination of
misinformation by the government itself. In addition to questions of who determines
whether and how a piece of information is fake,42 there are also questions of criteria,
especially as the Special Rapporteur’s call notes: there is no universal agreed-upon
definition of misinformation.
20. Targeting of independent media: Hong Kong police chief Chris Tang blamed “fake news
and fake information” for public distrust of the force, as journalism associations accused
officers of targeting reporters at protests. Public broadcaster Radio Television Hong Kong
(RTHK) came under fire and was accused by the government of “biased reporting,”
disseminating “fake news,” making editorial mistakes, and smearing the police force. The
journalist, Choy Yuk-ling, who produced a prizewinning episode for RTHK that examined
the slow response by police officers to a mob attack on a group of protesters and
commuters in 2019, was arrested for making a false statement about why she was
obtaining license information from a publicly accessible government database. Besides the
attempt to define which media and journalists are trustworthy and “partners,” the
government also tries to tighten the access to public information and records, which have
been utilized by journalists to scrutinize the government and conduct independent factchecking. These moves will be seriously harming freedom of the press and freedom of
information in Hong Kong, creating a kind of official “Ministry of Truth.”43
21. UN experts have expressed concerns regarding the restriction of fundamental rights,
especially that of freedom of opinion and expression, that has led to a “rapidly shrinking
civic and democratic space in Hong Kong, especially since passage of the National
Security Law.”44 They have noted that overly broad definitions of what constitutes threats
to national security results in a chilling effect on civic space and such legislation
criminalizes legitimate thoughts and expressions of all civil society actors. Civil society
plays a key role in advancing the totality of rights contained in both the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) as well as in advancing the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development, in particular Sustainable Development Goal No. 16, with
particular emphasis on freedom of expression and opinion, association and peaceful
assembly, and the right to participate in public affairs.

IV.

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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22. The Special Rapporteur has identified the focus of her report to be the balance between
state and private actors’ responses to misinformation and the impact on freedom of
expression. HRIC’s submission highlights the challenges to rights and freedom of
expression that flow from misinformation coupled with propaganda by state actors,
especially authoritarian states.
23. We respectfully urge the Special Rapporteur to consider the following suggestions and
recommendations.
➢ Specific attention should be given to the related but different challenges when
state actors create, disseminate, and deploy misinformation, or mischaracterize
information. Some issues to explore to effectively address these heighted risks to
the peaceful exercise of fundamental right and freedoms, in particular the
important enabling right to freedom of opinion and expression should include:
o What additional guidance might the Special rapporteur develop for state
actors to promote and assess compliance with international human rights
standards, including the standards set forth in the Joint Declaration
regarding the obligation of state actors to “not make, sponsor, encourage
or further disseminate statements which they know or reasonably should
know to be false (disinformation) or which demonstrate a reckless
disregard for verifiable information (propaganda),” or to ensure that they
“disseminate reliable and trustworthy information”?
o Additional guidelines are needed to counter the assertion of alternate and
false “facts” that demonstrate a “reckless disregard for verifiable
information”, including verified documented mass human rights
violations , such as the internment and violations of the rights of millions
of Uyghur and other ethnic Muslims.45
o How do these standards regarding state obligations to ensure reliable and
trustworthy information and refrain from disseminating false information
impact on the state actors’ obligation to ensure a safe and enabling
environment for civil society?
o In the context of the ongoing health challenges posed by the mutating
coronavirus, additional or revised guidance and specific measures should
be explored to ensure that current COVID 19-related rights resources are
effective, current and relevant to protect against the censorship of critical
information and the dissemination of misinformation.
➢ The Joint Declaration states: “All stakeholders – including intermediaries, media
outlets, civil society and academia – should be supported in developing
participatory and transparent initiatives for creating a better understanding of the
11

impact of disinformation and propaganda on democracy, freedom of expression,
journalism and civic space, as well as appropriate responses to these
phenomena.” In addition to the role of the state and private company actors, the
role of state-owned enterprises, or state regulation or political control of “private”
companies, particular in the technology or telecommunications, needs to be
examined to develop a better understanding of a more complete ecosystem of
information control and disinformation.46
24. As the Special rapporteur notes clearly in her call for inputs into her forthcoming report on
disinformation, measures taken by state and private actors to address misinformation such
as vague laws prohibiting “fake news,” internet shutdowns, blocking of websites or social
media accounts and the indiscriminate content management of social media, also have
impacts on freedom of expression. To develop a more comprehensive picture of the
challenges posed by misinformation, the examination of legislative, policy, discursive and
other measures take by state actors to create and disseminate misinformation is critical to
promote effective and meaningful responses to promote the right to freedom of opinion
and expression and access to information.
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